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1.  Launch Vehicle Constraints have driven Space Mirror Technology 
 
If necessity truly is the mother of invention, then advances in lightweight space mirror technology have been driven 
by launch vehicle mass and volume constraints.  In the late 1970’s, at the start of Hubble development, the state of 
the art in ground based telescopes was 3 to 4 meter monolithic primary mirrors with masses of 6000 to 10,000 kg - 
clearly too massive for the planned space shuttle 25,000 kg capability to LEO.  ‘Necessity’ led Hubble to a different 
solution.  Launch vehicle mass constraints (and cost) resulted in the development of a 2.4 meter lightweight egg-
crate mirror.  At 810 kg (180 kg/m2), this mirror was approximately 7.4% of HST’s total 11,110 kg mass.  And, the 
total observatory structure at 4.3 m x 13.2 m fit snuggly inside the space shuttle 4.6 m x 18.3 m payload bay. 
 
In the early 1990’s, at the start of JWST development, the state of the art in ground based telescopes was 8 meter 
class monolithic primary mirrors (16,000 to 23,000 kg) and 10 meter segmented mirrors (14,400 kg).  Unfortunately, 
launch vehicles were still constrained to 4.5 meter payloads and 25,000 kg to LEO or 6,600 kg to L2.  Furthermore, 
science now demanded a space telescope with 6 to 8 meter aperture operating at L2.  Mirror technology was 
identified as a critical capability necessary to enable the next generation of large aperture space telescopes.  Specific 
telescope architectures were explored via three independent design concept studies conducted during the summer of 
1996 (1).  These studies identified two significant architectural constraints:  segmentation and areal density.  
Because the launch vehicle fairing payload dynamic envelop diameter is approximately 4.5 meters, the only way to 
launch an 8 meter class mirror is to segment it, fold it and deploy it on orbit – resulting in actuation and control 
requirements.    And, because of launch vehicle mass limits, the primary mirror allocation was only 1000 kg – 
resulting in a maximum areal density of 20 kg/m2.  At the inception of JWST in 1996, such a capability did not 
exist.  A highly successful technology development program was initiated resulting in matured and demonstrated 
mirror technology for JWST (2, 3).  Today, the JWST 6.5 meter primary mirror has an areal density of 25 kg/m2 for 
a total mass of 625 kg or 9.6% of the total JWST observatory mass of 6,500 kg. 
 
Looking into the future, science requires increasing larger collecting apertures.  Ground based telescopes are already 
moving towards 30+ meter mirrors.  The only way to meet this challenge for space telescopes is via even lower areal 
density mirrors or on-orbit assembly or larger launch vehicles (4).  The planned NASA Ares V with its 10 meter 
fairing and 55,000 kg payload to L2 eliminates this constraint (5). 
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